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Pharmacogenetics Of The Drug. Without Pharmacogenetics, 

Drug Science Is Incomplete. 
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Abstract: Pharmacogenetics is  new  drug knowledge where we investigated  how drug triggers  divine 

mechanics of cell to control / uncontrol  ( side effects )  its functions ( metabolism  - both normal and abnormal ) 

and finally to set cell  at changed function by  second order of the universe. To understand  pharmacogenetics of 

drug and to understand phenomenon of body structure and function  ( Both normal and abnormal and life and 

death phenomena ) , we have to understand Basic Building Blocks  ( B.B.B – Mind – CCP , Code PcPs  and CP 

and Mass – B.Bit -- Fig 1 ).  Life  effects are  higher thought expressions ( activated  different Code PcPs – 

informations ) of B.B.Bs. Formations of molecules ,  atoms and particles are due to lower thought expressions ( 

Thought - CCP  – Programming – Code PcPs –Interaction – Effects ) . Drugs are divine units with fixed 

activated Code PcPs (structural Code PcPs, physical Code PcPs  , chemical CodePcPs and spectral  Code 

PcPs  ) . When drug enters in body it becomes life molecule and apart from physical nature  it posses life 

consciousness that obey not only pharmacokinetics discipline rather it obey pharmacodynamics discipline i.e 

drug knows where to go and where to fix itself to the cell ( receptor ) and how to trigger second orders of 

universe to modify cell functions ( Pharmacogenetics ). Pharmacogenetics starts after pharmodynamics ( fixing 

with cell receptor ) is over and before effects come .   Pharmacogenetics is conditioned phenomenon ( Dose 

dependent  orders ) or Unconditioned phenomenon ( No effect seen ) – i.e drug fails to order  cell’s  Higher 

center . It happens only when death order – First order of universe is triggered and it orders higher center ( say 

S,A, Node ) to stop cardiac rhythmicity thoughts to trigger cardiac arrest or death . It is Time mindness ( TM) 

that regulates and controls all orders of the universe . Without pharmacogenetics, drug science is incomplete ..  

Keywords: Basic Building Blocks, Mind and Mass, Atomic genetics, Atomic transcription and Translation,     

Tachyons   
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I. Introduction 
Basic concepts of pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modelling. [1]  

Abstract 

Pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) information from the scientific basis of modern 

pharmacotherapy. Pharmacokinetics describes the drug concentration-time courses in body fluids resulting from 

administration of a certain drug dose, pharmacodynamics the observed effect resulting from a certain drug 

concentration. The rationale for PK/PD-modelling is to link pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in order 

to establish and evaluate dose-concentration-response relationships and subsequently describe and predict the 

effect-time courses resulting from a drug dose. Under pharmacokinetic steady-state conditions, concentration-

effect relationships can be described by several relatively simple pharmacodynamic models, which comprise the 

fixed effect model, the linear model, the long-linear model, the Emax-model and the sigmoid Emax-model. 

Under non steady-state conditions, more complex integrated PK/PD-models are necessary to link and account 

for a possible temporal dissociation between the plasma concentration and the observed effect. Four basic 

attributes may be used to characterize PK/PD-models: First, the link between measured concentration and the 

pharmacologic response mechanism that mediates the observed effect, direct vs. indirect link; second, the 
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response mechanism that mediates the observed effect, direct vs. indirect response; third, the information used 

to establish the link between measured concentration and observed effect, hard vs. soft link; and fourth, the time 

dependency of the involved pharmacodynamic parameters, time-variant vs. time-invariant. In general, PK/PD-

modelling based on the underlying physiological process should be preferred whenever possible. The expanded 

use of PK/PD-modelling is assumed to be highly beneficial for drug development as well as applied 

pharmacotherapy and will most likely improve the current state of applied therapeutics. 

 
 

What is New Physics or Physics of Mind?  

 
Physics of Mind 

 

Quantum Consciousness – According to Physicists and Biologist [1]  
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The nature of consciousness remains deeply mysterious and profoundly important, with existential, 

medical and spiritual implication. We know what it is like to be conscious – to have awareness, a conscious 

‗mind‘, but who, or what, are ‗we‘ who know such things? How is the subjective nature of phenomenal 

experience – our ‗inner life‘ - to be explained in scientific terms? What consciousness actually is, and how it 

comes about remain unknown. The general assumption in modern science and philosophy - the ‗standard model‘ 

- is that consciousness emerges from complex computation among brain neurons, computation whose currency 

is seen as neuronal firings (‗spikes‘) and synaptic transmissions, equated with binary ‗bits‘ in digital computing. 

Consciousness is presumed to ‗emerge‘ from complex neuronal computation, and to have arisen during 

biological evolution as an adaptation of living systems, extrinsic to the makeup of the universe. On the other 

hand, spiritual and contemplative traditions, and some scientists and philosophers consider consciousness to be 

intrinsic, ‗woven into the fabric of the universe‘. In these views, conscious precursors and Platonic forms 

preceded biology, existing all along in the fine scale structure of reality. 

 
 

My research involves a theory of consciousness which can bridge these two approaches, a theory 

developed over the past 20 years with eminent British physicist Sir Roger Penrose. Called ‗orchestrated 

objective reduction‘ (‗Orch OR‘), it suggests consciousness arises from quantum vibrations in protein polymers 

called microtubules inside the brain‘s neurons, vibrations which interfere, ‗collapse‘ and resonate across scale, 

control neuronal firings, generate consciousness, and connect ultimately to ‗deeper order‘ ripples in spacetime 

geometry. Consciousness is more like music than computation. 

Colleagues Travis Craddock and Jack Tuszynski and I also study how anesthetics act in microtubules 

to erase consciousness, and with Jay Sanguinetti, John JB Allen and Sterling Cooley, we are studying how 

transcranial ultrasound (TUS) can be used noninvasively to resonate brain microtubules and treat mental, 

cognitive and neurological disorders.  
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1.2 Mind and Mass Realities [2] 

 
Fig. 1 Divine Mechanics Unit – CCP, CP and information s – Code PcPs  with B-Bit – Mass 

 

Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the 

universe i.e. atomic transcription and translations. New words have been coined to understand hidden science of 

mind part of reality. Mind reality has been recognized as different faces by ―I‖  about 5000 years back  to 

Arjuna in Mahabharata.as shown in  Fig 1.  It is just like to understand any language through Alphabets. These 

are ( different faces )  Alphabets of mind reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and the second mind 

reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and 

different faces represent different types of properties carrying  property. The open eyes means property is 

activated while close eye means property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties conscious ness they also 

know how to conduct not only origin of universe but also how to create two different universe i.e. next creation 

could be different from this creation . In all, it is automatic system of the universe .   The mind realities which 

are  of good properties have devtas face identity ( first five faces on both side ) and those mind realities which 

are of bad properties have demons face identity ( last four faces on both side ) . These are named as code PCPs 

or messenger atomic genes . The central face is CCP  or Thought script  where all thoughts of the universe are 

banked . It is bank of data of all information s of the universe  It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of 

all information‘s of the universe are stored as anti mind particles . It is the Time mind ness ( biological clock ) 

that keeps on expressing different  thoughts from this thought script (CCP) . There are four more faces  ( black 

bodies ) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs ( translating Atomic genes) . That translates the 

messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly.[2] 
 

1.3. Messages From Biological world to understand B.B.B world as shown in Fig 2 [2]  

 
Fig. 2 Parallel teaching by participatory science 
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The  standard model not only modified rather it has been completed [3] with introduction of energized gravitons 

, primary fermions, primary bosons , Basic Building Blocks  , Mind and Tachyons as shown in  Fig 3 

 
Fig. 3 standard Model chart [3] 

 

 
Fig .3.1 one creation and destruction cycle [4] 

 

Participatory science has coined [5] some new words and there are some words which already exist in 

physics. Both these words are defined here and the definitions are according to participatory science. It has no 

relation with the definitions given in modern physics. 

1.Mass - The part which gives shape to the smallest mass unit i.e. basics building blocks (B. B. Bs.)  is called 

mass.  

2.Matter :-Mixture of fermions and bosons or only bosons which are made up of mass (B.B.Bs)  and that is why 

we realize their shape is called matter. 

3.Inertial mass :-Mass (smallest mass units i.e. B. B. Bs) having inertial properties (classical inertia) either 

absolute rest or uniform motion in straight line is called inertial mass. Or Number of B. B. Bs. Per unit space 

present in bigger units is called inertial mass. Or Total matter contained by the bigger units or total number of 

fermions and bosons   contained by the bigger units is called inertial mass. Therefore it never changes from 

place to place. 

4. Gravitational mass :- The mass (interacting surfaces) which takes part in gravity (divine energized gravitons 

theory) interaction ( which is due to mind ) is called gravitational mass. When gravity interaction increases 

(number of divine energized gravitons increases) the interacting mass (interacting surface) also increases or 

when interacting mass (interacting surfaces) increases, gravity interaction (number of divine energized gravitons 
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) also increases. Therefore gravitational mass (interacting mass or surfaces) changes from place to place. It is the 

fed mind that decides gravity interaction. We shall discuss it in gravity chapter and in atomic genetics.  

5. Pure m (matter) mass :-matter mass (smallest mass unit or B.B.B) which have got inertial property of absolute 

rest. 

6. Energy mass:-Energy mass (smallest energy mass unit B.B.B) which have got inertial property of uniform 

motion in straight line and which also gives shape to the bigger energy mass ( Higgs Bosons etc ) units.  

7.m ( impure matter ) of E=mC^2 :-Matter particles (fermions) which have got spin property are called impure 

matter particles. 

 

1.4 Prayer message formation in brain.  

 
Fig 4 Divine Mechanics - Prayer message formation in brain 

 

In atomic transcription and translation of prayer [5], following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit as shown 

in   Figure 4. 

1.CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

2.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script (magenta 

) of ―o god help me ‖. 

3.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) 

to form messenger thought script of ―o god help me ‖. 

4.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of ― o god help me ‖  

5.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of ― o god  help me‖ is formed . 

6.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

 

Having formed the message it comes out in three forms .  

In atomic genetic engineering  ( prayer )  we use our basic power i.e. power of B.B.Bs. Our B.B.B. (higher 

center) talks with highest center of the universe by sending the message by first transcription. Till today nobody 

knows how does the brain generate thoughts. I am going to tell you  that mystery too. In the frontal lobe the 

neurons are responsible for thought generation. In the neuron there is electrical activity called pacemaker 
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activity which is occurring between dendrites and the  body of the neuron. The membrane of the cell is made up 

of atoms and atom is made up of B.B.Bs. At the level of B.B.B. say thought of 'O GOD HELP ME' is 

expressed. As a result programmed messages of O GOD HELP ME (code PCPs) are formed. Out of three 

programmed messages, one is carried by atomic genes to highest center of the universe. It is called THOUGHT 

RAY ( Quantum entanglement )  which is made up of pure atomic genes and then the message goes through 

phenomenon called first transcription. They come out from brain directly. The other two messages are carried 

by photons from nucleus of atom to electrons. Here they are  modulated on electrical activity of the cell called 

pacemaker activity. Further they are modulated on actions potentials going towards REALIZING CENTER 

situated in  brain stem (RAS) and from RAS  to   speech area situated in the frontal area. Target B.B.Bs. of the 

realizing center finally realizes thought effect of O GOD HELP ME. While from speech area message goes to 

motor cortex again via RAS and from there to vocal cords and finally it comes out as a speech effect of O GOD 

HELP ME. In layman's terminology formation of the thought ray means PRAYER as shown in   Fig  4  

 

Where Does Prayer Message go ?   

Prayer message  goes as shown in   Figure 5  to highest center of the universe via first transcription 

where it is realized and it is accepted, the highest center sends two messages to B.B.Bs working as higher center 

in cancer cell. These messages are message of inhibition of abnormal thought expression and message of 

activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages, higher center stops expressing the 

abnormal thoughts and it starts expressing the normal thoughts. As a result, there are no more abnormal 

programmed messages and in place of that normal programmed messages are there. Now the messages have 

shifted from abnormal (5and 6) to normal (2 and 3). This shifting of thought expression is called ATOMIC 

GENETIC ENGINEERING as shown in  Figure 4.1   

The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through same route. Having received the changed messages, 

target B.B.Bs. stop expressing the previous programmng and they start expressing the normal programming. As 

a result the cancer cells transmutate into normal cells. Or diseased cell gets cured [6] as shown in  Fig 4.1 

 

 
Fig . 4.1 A.G.E and Final stamp of success  to New Theory[6] 

 

1.5 Message system of the Universe 

Before the origin of the universe [2] nature had only one type of message systems which is called 

FIRST TRANSCRIPTION. Messages ( Code PcPs )  used to go from one B.B.B. to another B.B.B. by atomic 

transcription. Messages were carried by atomic genes  ( Code PcPs ) with very very high velocity. It is the 

fundamental message system.  

After the origin of the universe, nature created atoms. It also created one more message system called 

SECOND TRANSCRIPTION. Here the message (code PcPs) are carried by photons from one atom to another 

atom with velocity of light. Thus atoms ,molecules, cells, and even individuals talk with one another  

 After the formation of the cell , nature created one more system called THIRD TRANSCRIPTION .Here there 

is a message storage system formed by DNA. There are messenger molecules called mRNA that carry message 
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from DNA script to cytoplasm where the message (code PCPs)  is read or translated by ribosome and they work 

accordingly. Thus the messages reach to enzymes and hormones and finally messages reach to target units. 

Having received the messages, target units work accordingly. Finally life effects (metabolic) are observed. 

These three types of message systems are working in the nature. These message system are being used by the 

nature according to nature's  need. as shown in   Fig 5 

 

 
Fig. 5  Messages system of the universe 
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1.6 How does nature work & triggering of normal & abnormal  effects  
To understand creation physics  as shown in  Fig 6 and Fig 7. . There are two types of thought 

stimulation [2] . One is CONDITIONED  THOUGHT STIMULATION  and other one is UNCONDITIONED 

THOUGHT STIMULATION. 

 

STIMULATION OF THOUGHT EXPRESSION --- There are two types of thought expressions one is 

CONDITIONED STIMULATION of thought expression, and other one is  self stimulation of thoughts i.e. 

UNCONDITIONED STIMULATION  of thought expression . 

At the time of the origin of the universe, all effects got created. The cause of all effects of the universe 

is THOUGHT expression. These thought expressions were triggered by UNCONDITIONED OR SELF 

STIMULATED  WAY . It is the first step and it is followed by PROGRAMMING or formation of programmed 

messages by code PCPs. This programmed message moves from higher centers to target B.B.Bs. it is called 

INTERACTION. Having received the messages, the mind and mass of the target B.B.Bs. work in a 

synchronized way so as to produced the effects as thought by a the higher center. If the thought expression by 

higher center is normal, the shapes, properties and laws produced by target B.B.Bs. would  be normal and if the 

thought expressions are abnormal, the shapes, properties and laws would be abnormal. This is the basic concept 

of transmutation phenomenon. Finally what we observe is called EFFECT. 

Appearance of new shapes. properties and laws is called TRANSMUTATION. The first three steps are 

collectively called CCP. During transmutation process if CCP is written, it does mean that unless the thought, 

programming and interaction take place, nature cannot transmutate. Transmutation phenomenon is seen in 

particles, atoms, molecules and even in cells. The basic steps of any transmutation remain the same except that 

the thought expressions differ.   

The subatomic particle are made up of more fundamental particles called Basic Building Blocks ( 

B.B.Bs) which are made up of mind and mass. These B.B.Bs are divine in nature with the result they talk with 

each other by phenomenon called atomic transcription and translation ( thought expressions).  The triggering of 

broken symmetry is caused by atomic transcriptions. Unless the atomic transcriptions occur,  subatomic 

particles could never exhibit phenomenon of broken symmetry . So the broken symmetry is never spontaneous. 

It is being mis understood that sub atomic particles do have spontaneous activities as far as broken symmetry is 

concerned. Hence the Nobel prize physics 2008 awarded  to this work is too early to give prize.  

 

 
Fig. 6 Divine Mechanics – How Does Nature work ? 
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Fig. 7 Conditioned and Unconditioned thought expressions 

 

1.7 Message network of the Universe ( Feed Back Mechanism and different centers of the Universe )  

With the origin of universe, nature first created primary units i.e. primary fermions (gravitation) and primary 

boson, these primary units are equipped with one higher center (one B.B.B.) and rest of the B.B.Bs. are working 

as lower centers or  target B.B.Bs.[2] After primary units ,nature created secondary units i.e. secondary fermions 

and secondary bosons. similarly nature created tertiary units (lepto-quarks) and then quaternary units (protons& 

neutrons). 
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Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. After quaternary units nature created 

atomic units, molecular units, complex molecules of life units, organelle units, cell units, tissue units, organ 

units, system units and individual units. Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers, and target 

B.B.Bs. Similarly nature created satellite units, planet units, solar system units, galaxy units, super galaxy units, 

dark matter layer unit. These units are also equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. Thus 

our universe is divided into different units and each unit is equipped with higher and lower centers. 

All higher centers are under control of highest center of the universe by efferent paths. This efferent path is 

made up of first transcription. Higher centers can send messages to highest center of the universe by afferent 

path or feed back path. Thus highest center of the universe is well informed about all effects of the universe. 

Messages can come from lower centers to higher centers and from higher centers to highest center of the 

universe via afferent path. The highest center of the universe can send messages to higher centers and from 

higher center to lower centers. There is an inter unit message network also which is made up of first, second and 

third  transcription   depending upon the nature's need. Thus the entire universe is under control of highest center 

of the universe. Highest center can change any programming programmed by it during pre creation era as shown 

in  Fig 8 

 

 
Fig. 8 Messages Net work of the Universe 
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1.8 Origin of the universe [7] 

ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE

CONTINUOUS CREATION THEORY----

HOYLE AND NARLIKAR THINK THAT NEW MATTER 

IS BEING CREATED DUE TO ' IMPLOSION' TO 

BALANCE THE EXPANSION OF THE 

UNIVERSE, WHICH ASTRONOMERS HAVE 

OBSERVED. INSIDE 'QUASI STRARS' 

GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSES MAY FORM 

SOME MATTER IN THE UNIVERSE. THE HUGE 

LUMINOSITY AND THE RADIOEMISSION 

FROM THESE QUASI -STRARS APPEAR TO 

BE ,GRAVITY POWERED' UNLIKEORDINARY 

STARS WHICH DERIVE THEIR ENERGY FROM 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Hoyle – Narlikar  Universe

 
Fig. 9 Development of the Universe 

 

Before the origin of the universe, these Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) as shown in  Fig-3 were in the 

form of tachyons as shown in  Fig- 9  [7]. It means that at that time the tachyons were everywhere in the 

universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyons; it is made up of one matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy 

(YINs) B.B.Bs. Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became the highest center of the universe. Messages 

used to go from highest center to rest of the universe and messages could come from rest of the universe to 

highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus highest center had fed its thought to rest of the 

B.B.Bs. that would take part in creation - that they would express only those thoughts to give desired effect as 

wished by the highest center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before creation of the 

universe. In pre-creation era programming of the future universe was done by highest center of the universe. 

Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction 

phase. During creation phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs. and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions 

and bosons take place as shown in  Fig 3.1. After the creation phase, destruction would start and in this phase all 

created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs and finally tachyons would form. 

At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and 

appearance of properties and laws. All these effects are studied in various branches of science.  

With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and 

canals in it. With the result space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started (the relics are 

back ground radiations 2.7 degree K of our hydrogen clouds). As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of 

radiations were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen clouds and radiations and thus 

QUASARS appeared in the universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started expanding and clouds and radiations 

kept on coming in this closed universe as shown in  Fig 9 . With the passage of time more and more C.D.M. 

layer formed, more and more quasars formed. The hydrogen cloud came in this closed universe. They started 

running towards C.D.M. layer as they were attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. Those clouds, which were 

nearer, moved faster than those, which were away from CDM Layer. The HUBBLE LAW, can thus be 

explained. With some more passage of time, clouds were joined to form GMC (giant molecular clouds). Later 

by self-gravitation different proto stars, proto planets, proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became bright 
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and thus bright galaxies appeared in this universe. Our universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still 

going inside quasars. It is to be remembered that highest center of the universe does not come in the visible 

universe. It keeps on receiving the messages by atomic transcription and it has power to change any 

programming programmed by it during pre-creation era.  

It is the atomic genes which constitutes mind part of reality.  Mind incorporation in physics is awaited 

as theory of every thing is not yet investigated . I have investigated theory of every thing ( ToE) and I found that 

while studying unified theory at the time of origin of the universe by Hoyle Narlikar universe , it was  mind 

reality that triggered symmetry breaking phase . It is mind reality that triggers oscillation phenomenon of the 

universe. It is the mind reality which is behind perfect cosmological principle .  There is nothing like artificial 

intelligence in the universe . These mind particles constitute intelligence of  the universe that controls the 

deterministic order of the universe.  It is the mind reality behind all effects of the universe. But this is not our 

mind rather it is mind of Almighty B.B.B (Yang B.B.B or matter B.B.B. or Male B.B.B working as Highest 

center of the universe )  . His mind could be manipulated by prayer only . as shown in figure 9.1and 9.2    

 

 
Figure 9.1   Hoyle Narlikar Universe  
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Fig 9.2   Total scenario of Truth  Mind and Mass   

 

 

 

 

 

Higg’s 

Boson 
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1.9 DM and DE i.e. energized gravitons  and  energy pool of the universe as shown in Fig 10 and Fig 11 [8] 

 
Fig. 10  Structural configuration of Leptons and Quarks as regard DM and  structural configuration of DM and 

DE at micro level 

 

 
Fig 11    structural configuration of DM and DE at macro level [9] 
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1.10 Divine Mechanics  and  Brain Computation   

Learning and Memory and information s ( Code PcPs ) Net work in Brain [10]  

 
Fig 12  Divine Mechanics of Brain Computing System – Learning and memory 

 

At all steps , these are B.B.Bs ( B-Bit ) that are responsible for information‘s control and triggering . If 

CCP is written it means unless atomic transcription and translation occur , brain cannot have learing and 

memory triggering and control and it is called Divine mechanics of Biology and it is life . These are higher 

thought expressions of B.B.Bs . In Bits of classical computers and qubits of QC , the thought expressions are 

lower and different but the mechanics ( DIVINE ) remains the same. as shown in  Fig  12  

 
                      Fig 13- The Theory of Computers and Brain are same – DIVINE MECHANICS 
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( Structural and Functional smallest Bit ( mass ) is B-Bit of the universe and the Divine Mechanical Unit is CCP 

, Code PcPs and CP.) 

 

DIVINE MECHANICS The Theory of Computers and Brain is SAME  as shown in  Fig 13 

Physics dictates the lowest limits of the size of chips [11]. But divine mechanics does not . Hence the 

bit is a typical unit of information. ((Classical and Quantum Bit ) is wrong and to describe informations by 

adding qubit is also illusion as in complicate system ,it is the different thoughts expressions that describe 

informations . Informations are separate ( Code PcPs ) and bits ( Electron of transistor ) qubits ( electron of 

diamond crystal ) are separate. At DNA level the bit is nucleotide (A,T,C,G ) and at Atomic level the bit is 

photon and electron , at particle level ( secondary fermions and secondary bosons ) the bit is primary fermions 

and primary bosons and informations are still code PcPs and at B.B.B level the bit is B.B.B ( Yang mass and 

Yin mass - B- bit ) it self and the information is carried by Code PcPs but at all level of all bit units the 

information storage system is CCP ( Physiological arrow of Time ) it never dies even after destruction of the 

universe. Hence information s are eternal . In computers, Bit is a structural configuration that describes 

information s of the system and information s are in form of Code PcPs. The working of the bit is triggered and 

controlled by thoughts of higher centers that form that bit. If the bit is classical ( transistors of chips ) the effect 

is different . But if the bit is qubit with entanglement the working is triggered and controlled by thoughts of 

higher center that form that crystal . In both the effect of describing informations would be different. 

One is classical ( thought expressions are fixed and limited )and other one is quantum ( thought 

expressions are changing and more wide to describe the more wide complicated system to have fast results . ) . 

In life sciences in Brain the bit is again Photon and the information s are Code PcPs and they are triggered and 

controlled by CCP of higher centers that is triggered by DIVINE MECHANICS .   

In life sciences the CCP ( cryptography ) of B-bit expresses informations ( Code PcPs ) which were not 

fed like speaking Lie and unlike Bit of classical computer and qubit of QC it shows phenomenon of 

forgetfulness and IQ phenomenon ( mental age /real age ) . It is Higher functions of B.B.B or B Bit and it is life 

. Hence there is difference in some aspect of DIVINE MECHANICS \of Computers computation and Brain 

computation 

 

Structure 

2.1 Modified theory of atomic structure  as  Niels Bohr‘s  theory has limitations in explaining  different series 

of hydrogen spectra.  

New assumptions of structure of hydrogen atom. – Divine Modified Niels Bohr ‗s Theory ( Divine MONB ) as 

shown in Fig 15   

1. Hydrogen atom is like a miniature solar system with the negatively charged electron moving in circular 

orbit around positively charged nucleus  having positively charged particle proton. In this  circular orbit or 

stationary orbits , electron is being held by single string of energized gravitons  . This energy level is called  

ground state.  

2. When Hydrogen atom  is excited, the electron moves from ground state to excited state energy levels 

making a bigger circular orbit and having reached  in this new energy levels , it also emits radiations . 

Hence absorption and emission of energy quanta occur simultaneously. Shifting is understood in inter 

orbital shift phenomenon. 

3. When excitation is over, the electron once again come back to ground state energy level . All above 

mentioned events are triggered by different thoughts or atomic transcriptions from the nucleus or proton in 

case of hydrogen atom.  

4. These atomic transcriptions are being triggered by conditioned stimulation of CCP by the message system 

made up of photons (second transcription or –ve   charged photons or afferent path ) coming from electron 

to proton and further they are  transmitted by  photons ( second transcription  made up of +ve  charged 

photons, or efferent path ) to electron. Having received the messages , electron works accordingly. Unless 

the thought is expressed, nature cannot work . as shown in Fig  15  

5. When electron is in ground state, its interaction with energized graviton and electromagnetic photon is more 

hence  IP  -13.59ev ( n=1)  is required to remove electron from this energy level. During excited stage the 

interaction is different hence I.P. to remove  electron from  this state  is -3.4ev (n=2), -1.511ev (n=3),- 

0.850ev (n=4) , -0.544ev (n=5) respectively. It the changing thought of interaction with energized graviton 

and electromagnetic photons that gives changing effect .  

6. Electronic configuration of higher atoms could be known by  studying I.P. curve . Working of hydrogen 

atom as shown in Fig  14 . 
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Fig 14  working of hydrogen atom – Divine MONB Theory  

 

2.2 Conditioned stimulation of CCP and phenomenon of life . 

 
Fig 15   Stimulation of thought expression by conditioned 

 

Few body functions are triggered by unconditioned thought expressions like mysterious behavior of 

brain i.e. creative thoughts , few dreams  and triggering of cardiac cycle i.e first systole in utro .  Few other 

functions are triggered by  conditioned stimulation of thoughts like life and death physiology i.e. if you add 

water , you would see life effect and if you remove water , you would see death effect  and  prayer and its 

healing effect.    
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2.3  unconditioned and conditioned stimulation of CCP in life phenomenon 

ATOMIC GENETICS

 
Fig 16   Stimulation of thought expression by unconditioned or conditioned in our body 

 

Triggering and regulation of cell functions or cell physiology as shown in Fig 16   

 Normal cell structure and function are triggered by atomic transcriptions or thought expressions by higher 

centers (B.B.Bs.) present inside the cell. These higher centers are found in DNAs and in the membrane. 

Higher centers in DNA express thoughts. The programmed messages (code PCP) are carried by photons from 

nucleus of the atom to electrons. Thus messages come on the surface of DNA molecule. These messages shift to 

mRNA during third transcription. mRANs carry the massages (code PCPs) from nucleus to  cytoplasm where 

messages are translated by ribosome. Simultaneously, messages shift to peptide chains (enzymes &hormones) 

These enzymes and hormones carry the messages to target units (B.B.Bs.). Having received the messages, target 

units work accordingly and life effects like metabolism, cellular respiration, growth and structure formation, and 

other metabolic effects are observed. There is feedback of the effects to the higher centers. Thus triggering and 

regulation of metabolic functions are carried out. Similarly, the higher centers of membranes express thoughts. 

These thoughts are carried by photons form nucleus to the electron of the atom. Thus messages (code PCPs) 

come on the surface of the membrane. Here they are modulated on pace maker electrical activity and further on 

action potential and thus action potential (second transcription) carries the messages from one part of the cell to 

the other part of the cell. This is called electrical effects ( EEG and ECG ) of the cell. There is feed back of these 

effects to higher center and thus these effects are triggered and regulated. Both the effects (metabolic and 

electrical) have there feed back not only to higher centers but also to highest centers via first transcription. So 

highest centers is well informed about all effects of the cell. Higher centers are not autonomous centers rather 

they are also under control of highest centers of the universe. 
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2.4  Body functions and their regulation by different centers 

 
Fig 17   Stimulation of thought expression by unconditioned and conditioned 

 

Our all body functions are triggered by different thoughts expressions by different higher centers 

present in biological genes or DNA or in membrane of the cell . Thus different life effects are seen . There is 

feed back  to Highest center of the universe. That controls higher centers of our body. Prayer triggers this 

highest center to have its healing effect. Highest center is situated in invisible universe beyond CDM layer. 

Concept of SOUL is myth.  

2.5  Conditioned stimulation of CCP phenomenon of Germination  

 
Fig18   Stimulation of thought expression by conditioned 
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Few functions are triggered by  conditioned stimulation of thoughts like life and death physiology i.e. if 

you add water , you would see life effect and if you remove water , you would see death effect.  

Seed is alive (say having 1% of life activity) but hardly show any sign of life. It has low water content 

and exhibits virtually no metabolic activity. Such quiescent seeds can live for many years but germinate when 

soaked in water under suitable temperature and in presence of oxygen. Metabolic activity (anaerobic )are very 

low in seeds. Metabolic activities come to visually standstill as the seed coat becomes increasable impermeable 

to oxygen and moisture.  

The first step in germination is IMBIBITION. Imbibition of water causes resumption of metabolic 

activities. Initially metabolism may be anaerobic ( due to energy provided by the glycol sis ) but it soon 

becomes aerobic as oxygen stats entering the seed.  

What are life activities?  

DNA Activities 

a. Transcription – that leads to first anaerobic metabolism later aerobic metabolism.  It is very very low in 

seed  . 

b. Replication – it is nil in seed. Replication is the sign of life. If seed does not show replication phenomenon, 

it means for practical purpose it is dead. 
 

During germination anaerobic metabolism is triggered and  later it is shifted to  aerobic metabolism . 

Replication is also triggered.  The triggering of both the activities is onset of atomic transcriptions of replication 

as well as onset of transcriptions of aerobic metabolism. With the result messages come on the surfaces of 

DNAs and during 3
rd

 transcriptions they are shifted to different mRNAs and finally they reach to different 

enzymes and hormones. These enzymes and hormones carry messages to target units . With the result we 

observe phenomenon of germination.  The entire working has been depicted by line diagram (Fig –19). These 

atomic transcriptions are stimulated by water that is  why it is CONDITIONED STIMULATION of CCP.  

The percentage of thought expressions increase with the time and we observe increase in the number of effects.  

At present we can say that plant is showing  from 1 % to 20% or 40% of its effect till it reaches its maturity . At 

maturity the plant exhibits all effects and at that time we can say it is expressing 100% life atomic transcriptions.  

With the formation of new seed life atomic transcriptions once again reduced to 1%  only. This cycle i.e.  going 

from 1% life effects or atomic transcription to 100% life effects  and coming back to 1% again is being visible 

to us at present.  When water is withdrawn, it leads to suppression of life thought expressions and death thought 

expressions are triggered with the result we observe death effects of plant.  
 

CONCLUSION OF THE EXPERIMENT-The phenomenon of life effect is triggered by atomic transcription 

of life. Unless life atomic transcriptions are triggered, life effects are not visible. So life effects are nothing but 

higher thought expressions of basic building blocks.  Phenomenon of death is triggered by death atomic 

transcription. At the time of death life thought expressions are inhibited and death thought expressions are 

triggered with the result we observe death effects. Water only stimulates life thought expressions that leads to 

triggering of different life activities ( metabolic , replication and  other electrical activities ) in side the cell.  

Being a scientist, one must know how do life effects come about. Life effects are higher thought 

expressions of B.B.Bs. Formation of particles, atoms and molecules are due to lower thought expressions of 

B.B.Bs. But their higher thought expression lead to appearance of all life effects. One who knows properties of 

B.B.Bs. and atomic genetics, can understand how life effects are triggered. There is nothing like SOUL. It is a 

myth that when soul goes inside we get life and when it moves out we are dead. When thought expressions of 

life are suppressed and thought expressions, of death are triggered, we observe death effects. So life effects are 

basically triggered by atomic transcription occurring on B.B.Bs. 
 

2.6  Laws on which atomic genes work.  

Atomic Genetics and genetic damage  as shown in  figure 19 

Having read Atomic genetics and Basic etiology of the cancer, now we discuss how atomic genetics trigger 

molecular effects like genetic damage etc during carcinogenesis. ATOMIC GENETICS is a new branch of 

science in which we study about Laws, PROPERTIES and FUNCTIONS of atomic genes. Now I shall 

highlight the laws on which atomic genes work. As we have seen that Gregor Mendel had made three laws of 

inheritance known as ---  

1.The principle of Dominance---- Mendel therefore concluded that what were transmitted from parent to 

offspring were discrete factors. Each factor contained information about the form of the trait. The factor 

associated with the form which was expressed in the hybrid offspring (F1) was DOMINANT. For example, the 

factor for yellow seed color was a dominant factor. The factor associated with the form which remained hidden 

in the F1 but reappeared in the F2 was RECESSIVE, Thus the factor for the green seed color was recessive. 

Mendel's factor is now recognized as the gene. 

In atomic genetics this law is interpreted like this ---- During atomic transcription or thought 

expressions few thoughts are expressed and these are called dominating thoughts and rest thoughts which are 
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not expressed are called recessive thoughts. Thus particles, atoms and molecules show only those properties 

which are triggered by dominating thought expressions. During transmutation, dominating thoughts get 

recessive while recessive thoughts get dominant. Single effect or property is triggered by single dominating 

thought expression or atomic transcription. 

For example-- Normal genetic arrangements are triggered by normal arrangement genetic dominating thought 

expressions while genetic damage is triggered by abnormal arrangement genetic dominating thought 

expressions. Abnormal arrangement genetic thought expression is triggered by carcinogens only after normal 

arrangement genetic thought expressions get recessive. Or we can say normal genetic arrangement are triggered 

by normal arrangement genetic thought expressions and when carcinogens come in contact with the cell, they 

shift the thought expression from normal to abnormal genetic arrangement. With the result we observe genetic 

damage. Thus carcinogens suppress dominating normal arrangement genetic thoughts and they trigger abnormal 

arrangement recessive genetic thoughts. With the result genetic damage is seen. 

2.The Principle of Segregation---The principle of segregation states that allele pairs separate or segregate 

during gamete formation, and the paired condition is restored by random fusion of gametes during fertilization. 

In atomic genetics it will be interpreted like this --- There is separate atomic transcription for separate effects. So 

if there are hundred effects, they all are triggered by hundred separate thought expressions or atomic 

transcriptions. 

For example --- Genetic damage is triggered by separate thought expression and rapid growth is triggered by 

separate thought expression and dedifferentiation is triggered by separate thought expression. And all these 

thought expressions are triggered by carcinogens. But the timing of thought expressions is different. Genetic 

damage thought expression is first to trigger and later rapid growth and dedifferentiation thought expressions.  

3. The Principle of independent assortment---- The principle of independent assortment states that if we 

consider the inheritance of two or more genes at a time, there distribution in the gametes and in the progeny of 

subsequent generations is independent of each other. 

In atomic genetics it will be interpreted like this--- In one phenomenon, if two or more than two transcriptions or 

thought expressions are expressed that will give rise to two or more than two effects, it dose not mean that 

there expression is DEPENDENT ON EACH OTHER. 
For example --- In phenomenon of carcinogen sis, there is effect of genetic damage, there is effect of rapid 

growth and there is effect of dedifferentiation. All these effects are triggered by separate thought expressions. 

The simultaneous expression of these atomic transcriptions is independent of each other. Or these thoughts 

expressions are the part of the carciogenesis phenomenon but their expressions are independent of one another. 

It does mean that for rapid growth thought expression, genetic damage thought expression is NOT 

essential. Having informed about the laws and working of atomic genes, Now we discuss phenomenon of 

carcinogen sis, which is triggered by, outer stimuli like physical, chemical carcinogens or virus or they are self 

stimulated i.e. hereditary factors. When Genetic damage is not essential for cancer transmutation then what is 

the role of Genetic damage? . Why do carcinogens trigger genetic damage first?  How do carcinogens 

trigger carcinogenesis?  

 
Fig 19  phenomenon of cell transmutation into cancer 
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STIMULATION OF THOUGHT EXPRESSION --- Shifting of thought expressions from normal to 

abnormal could be triggered by either from outer stimuli i.e. CONDITIONED STIMULATION of thought 

expression, which is caused by physical and chemical carcinogens or viruses etc or it is self stimulate i.e. 

UNCONDITIONED STIMULATION  of thought expression , which is caused by hereditary factors.   
 

2.7 unconditioned and conditioned stimulation of CCP in life phenomenon 

Why do patients die during treatment ? We doctors do not know physiology of Life and Death till date 

.  We are made up of B.B.Bs ( Basic Building Blocks ) . S.A node That controls heart rhythms is under control 

of Almighty B.B.B ( Highest center of the universe ). During death , First order of universe comes from Highest 

center to Higher center of S A Node to stop thought expression of cardiac rhythms  ( Thought of SDD, 

Depolarization , Repolarization ) with the result heart stops and patients die .  

 
Fig 20   Stimulation of thought expression by conditioned 

 

2.8  Body functions and their regulation by different centers 

If we know science of prayer , we could stop this message of death and we could prevent death during treatment 

.  

Fig 21   Stimulation of thought expression by unconditioned and conditioned 

http://b.b.bs/
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Our all body functions are triggered by different thoughts expressions by different higher centers 

present in biological genes or DNA or in membrane of the cell . Thus different life effects are seen . There is 

feed back  to Highest center of the universe. That controls higher centers of our body. Prayer triggers this 

highest center to have its healing effect. Highest center is situated in invisible universe beyond CDM layer. 

Concept of SOUL is myth.  

It looks that there is lack of facilities ( say oxygen ) given by doctor to the patients but it is all illusions 

. We live in a tank of Oxygen ( atmosphere ) and if it does not short then what ever is happening to body ( fall in 

Po2 % ) is due to First order of universe that causes death of Patients ( multi factorial causes by order of Highest 

center of the universe ). To prevent triggering of death by First order of the universe,  Almighty B.B.B has made 

prayer ( Quantum entanglement - talking of two B.B.Bs ) to talk to Him . If prayer is accepted , death could be 

prevented during treatment despite of lack of facilities . 

 

2.9 Sinus Normal Rythmicity   

 
Fig 22–  Depiction of Normal Rythmicity of Heart  

 

 
 Fig 23 Atomicgenetics and triggering of Heart beats 72/min  

 

In atomic transcription and translation of  rythmicity of heart , following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-

Bit ( Figure 23) . 

1.CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

2.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script 

(magenta ) of “ 72/minute ‖. 

http://b.b.bs/
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3.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) 

to form messenger thought script of “ 72/minute ‖. 

4.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of ― 72/minute  ‖  

5.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of ―  72/minute ‖ is formed . 

6.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

7.  Activated Code PcPs of 72/minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit .  

8. Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs 72/minute and  retranscripts the message of Code PcPs 

72/minute .  

9. this yin B-Bit carries in information ( code PcPs - 72/minute ) to second  yang  B-bit  for  pace maker 

triggering  

 
Fig 24 Atomicgenetics and Pace maker activity triggering of Heart beats 72/min  

 

For  atomic transcription and translation of  pace maker acitivity   , following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – 

B-Bit ( Figure 24 )   

1. CP retranslates the message of  code PcPs 72/minute brought by Yin B-Bit of first CCP 

2. CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription  triggers. of pace maker activity @ 72/minute   

2.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script 

(magenta ) of “ SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  ‖. 

3.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) 

to form messenger thought script of “ SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  ‖. 

4.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of ―“ SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  ‖  

5.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of ―“ SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  ‖ is formed . 

6.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets halt.  

7.  Activated Code PcPs of  SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit .  

8. Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  and  

retranscripts the message of Code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  .  
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9. This yin B-Bit carries in informations  ( code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  ) to 

atria and ventricle and  heart shows  pumping at the rate 72/minute.  ( Fig 25  )   

 

 
Fig 25 Atomicgenetics and triggering of Heart beats 72/min 

 

2..10 SINUS BRADYCARDIA 

 

 
Fig 26 – Ach carries programmed thought  (Code PcPs  numerical mindness )of low Heart Rate  

Due to Vagus stimulation or Acetylcholine ( Carries programmed  information s  ( code Pcps)  numerical 

mindness of  less heart beat )  resulting  Brady cardia.  Other causes are - 
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 Fig 27 - causes of Bradycardia  

 

 
 Fig 28 Triggering of Bradycardia by vagus  - durg acetylcholine  

 

In atomic transcription and translation of  bradycardia , following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit ( 

Figure 28 ) . 

1.  Acetylcholine -Carries programmed  information  ( code Pcps)  numerical mindness of  less heart beat ) . 

Having come in contact with yang B-Bit of first CCP , the CP of yang B-Bit translates the informations , it 

triggers following steps .   

2.CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

3.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script 

(magenta ) of “40/minute ‖. 

4.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) 

to form messenger thought script of “40/minute ‖. 
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5.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of ―40/minute ‖  

6.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of ―40/minute ‖ is formed . 

7.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

8.   Activated Code PcPs of 40 /minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit .  

8. Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs 40/minute and  retranscripts the message of Code PcPs 

40/minute .  

9. this yin B-Bit carries in information ( code PcPs - 40/minute ) to second  yang  B-bit  for  pace maker 

triggering  

 

 

 
Fig 29  Triggering of Bradycardia by vagus  - durg acetylcholine  

 

In atomic transcription and translation of  bradycardia , following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit ( 

Figure 29) . 

1. CP retranslates the message of  code PcPs 40/minute brought by Yin B-Bit of first CCP 

2.CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

3.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script 

(magenta ) of “SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  ‖. 

4.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one 

) to form messenger thought script of “SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  ‖. 

5.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of ―SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  ‖  

6.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of ―SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 72/minute  ‖ is formed . 

7.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

8.   Activated Code PcPs of  SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  move from yang B-Bit to Yin 

B-Bit .  

8. Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  and  

re-transcripts the message of Code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  .  

9. this yin B-Bit carries in informations  ( code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) @ 40/minute  ) to 

atria and ventricle and  heart shows  pumping at the rate 40/minute.  Or BRADYCARDIA ( Fig 30  )   
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Fig 30 Triggering of Bradycardia by vagus  - durg acetylcholine 

 

2.11 SINUS TACHYCARDIA ( Fig -31)  

Reverse  of vagus stimulation, is  sympathetic stimulation Of adrenaline  ( carries programmed 

information s ( Code Pcps ) numerical mindness of high rate  ) on  S.A.  NODE  rythmicity (  B-Bit )   resulting  

Tachycardia .  Adrenaline is used as a drug to treat  at cardiac arrest and other cardiac dysrhythmias resulting in 

diminished or absent cardiac output. Its actions are to increase peripheral resistance via α1receptor-

dependent vasoconstriction and to increase cardiac output via its binding to β1 receptors. [19]  

 

 
 Fig –  31 Adrenaline carries program informations  ( Code PcPs ) numerical mindness of high heart rate  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardiac_arrest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardiac_dysrhythmia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardiac_output
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha-1_adrenergic_receptor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vasoconstriction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardiac_output
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2.12 Sudden Cardiac Arrest ( Fig32.1 )  

 
 Fig 32  causes of SCA  

 

Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is a condition in which the heart suddenly and unexpectedly stops beating. 

If this happens, blood stops flowing to the brain and other vital organs. SCA usually causes death if it's not 

treated within minutes. To understand SCA, it helps to understand how the heart works. The heart has an 

electrical system that controls the rate and rhythm of the heartbeat. Problems with the heart's electrical system 

can cause irregular heartbeats called arrhythmias (ah-RITH-me-ahs). There are many types of arrhythmias. 

During an arrhythmia, the heart can beat too fast, too slow, or with an irregular rhythm. Some arrhythmias can 

cause the heart to stop pumping blood to the body—these arrhythmias cause SCA.  

 

 
Fig 32.1 Triggering of Cardiac Arrest – No heart beat  

 

https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/hhw
https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/arr
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In atomic transcription and translation of cardiac Arrest , following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit ( 

Figure 32.1) . 

1. Certain physical activities  ( outer stimuli)  -Carries programmed  information  ( code Pcps)  numerical 

mindness of  Zero  heart beat ) . Having come in contact with yang B-Bit of first CCP , the CP of yang B-Bit 

translates the informations , it triggers following steps ( conditioned cardiac Arrest ).  Or TM triggers numerical 

mind ness of 0 heart beats ( Unconditioned cardiac arrest )  

2. CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

3.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script 

(magenta ) of “Zero  heart beat‖. 

4.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) 

to form messenger thought script of “Zero  heart beat ‖. 

5.Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated code 

PCPs) ( magenta ) of ―Zero  heart beat ‖  

6.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs 

)  and finally there is activated message of ―Zero  heart beat‖ is formed . 

7.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

8.   Activated Code PcPs of 0 /minute move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit .  

8. Yin B-Bit re translate the message of Code PcPs 0/minute and    re-transcripts the message of Code PcPs of  

0/minute .  

9. this yin B-Bit carries in information ( code PcPs - 0/minute ) to second  yang  B-bit  for  no pace maker 

triggering  

 

 
Fig 33 – Triggering of SCA 

In atomic transcription and translation of  cardiac arrest  , following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit ( 

Figure 33) . 

1. CP retranslates the message of  code PcPs 0/minute  or stop pace maker activity brought by Yin B-Bit of first 

CCP 

2.CP  does not remove RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction 

of atomic transcription does not take place . 3.OM does not trigger activation of free mind particles ( black -

inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script (magenta ) of “SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late)  ‖. 
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4.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) donot get attached to anti mind particles script ( 

magenta one ) to form messenger thought script of “SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) ‖. 

5.Thus no  activated Messenger atomic genes  ( Code PcPs of SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) is formed  

6.CP  does not carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated 

code PcPs )  and finally there is no activated message of ―SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late)  ‖ is formed . 

7.CP  does not repress atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) as no atomic transcription 

of  SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) was triggered . 

8.   No Activated Code PcPs of  SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) move from yang B-Bit to Yin B-Bit .  

9. Yin B-Bit doesnot  re translate the message of Code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) and  there is 

no re-transcripts the message of Code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late)  .  

10. This yin B-Bit carries No in informations  ( code PcPs SDD , De, and Re ( early and Late) ) hence no 

triggering of  depolarization wave to atria and ventricle and  heart shows No  pumping  or systole .  Or 

CARDIAC ARREST  or Flat EKG ( Fig 33 )   

 

EKG  of   sudden Cardiac arrest  

 
2.13 Resuscitation – 

1. Most people who have SCA die from it—often within minutes. Rapid treatment of SCA with a defibrillator 

can be lifesaving. A defibrillator is a device that sends an electric shock to the heart to try to restore its normal 

rhythm. 

Defibrillator- Gives messages ( Code PcPcs ) of triggering of rythmicity to First CCP ( B-Bit) . Having received 

the mesaages , CCP triggers rythmicity . If rythmicity information s ( Code PcPs )  

 
 

are formed , it sends them to second CCP ( B-Bit ) , where triggering of pace maker activity in SA node is 

triggered . Second CCP forms informations ( Code PcPs ) of SDD, De  and Re ( early and Late) with the result 

heart starts PUMPING  with specific rate . 
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2. Resuscitation by manual pumping – manual pumping with intermittent oxygenation again could trigger 

rythmicity informations ( Code PcPs ) by first CCP ( B-Bit). If it gets triggered , second CCP ( B-Bit)  could 

trigger pace maker information s . Having triggered pace maker information of SDD , De and Re ( early and 

Late ) , heart could be started pumping  with specific rate .  

 

 
 

 
 Fig 34 AGE ( prayer) helps Defibillation , manual  and Drug   to trigger   Heart Rate   
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 Fig -35 AGE or Prayer and triggering of Heart Rate   

 

3. Atomic Genetic Engineering ( AGE) ( Fig 34 and Fig 35  ) – Last but not the least measures for heart 

resuscitation . It helps if accepted as adjuvant therapy  . It ( Highest center of the universe )  sends messages ( 

Code PcPs  ) to first CCP ( B-Bit)to trigger rythmicity ( code PcPs numerical rates ) . First B-bit or CCP ( B-Bit)  

which was not responding to defibrillation and manual pumping and by drugs like sympatho-mimetics  like 

adrenaline could start functioning and forming rythimicity informations . With the result second CCP( B-Bit ) 

could trigger  pace maker informations  ( Code PcPs ) of SDD, De and Re ( early and late ) and finally heart 

starts  pumping blood   .  

4. Despite of all efforts if heart does not revive , it means death is destined. All other life triggering thoughts ( 

like brain working ,  respiration working etc. ( conditioned stimulation) ) get suppressed  and death triggering 

thoughts are triggered and we observe  death phenomenon ( autolysis of cell  etc. ). 

 

II. Conclusion 
Pharmacogenetics is  new  drug knowledge where we investigated  how drug triggers  divine 

mechanics of cell to control / uncontrol  ( side effects )  its functions ( metabolism  - both normal and abnormal ) 

and finally to set cell  at changed function by  second order of the universe. 

It is B-Bit of SA Node ( two yang B.B.Bs) which are responsible for triggering and control of cardiac 

rythmicity and pace maker electrical activity of our heart. It is life .  

To understand  rythmicity and heart (B-Bit - computing system in SA Node of Heart  that controls 

Heart rate ) and as regard Pace making information s ( Code PcPs of pace making  )  and cardiac arrest ( no 

rythmicity and later followed by no pace making information s)  , we have to understand  Basic Building Blocks  

of the universe ( Fig- 1) ( mass – B.B.B Bit or  B-Bit ) and  Information s  ( Code PcPs  )   and  Divine 

Mechanics  Unit (  CCP ,  Code PcPs and CP ). 

Pharmacogenetics starts after pharmodynamics is over and before effects come .   Pharmacogenetics is 

conditioned phenomenon ( Dose dependent  orders ) or Unconditioned phenomenon ( No effect seen – i.e drug 

fails to order  cell‘s  Higher center . It happens only when death order – First order of universe is triggered and it 

orders higher center ( say S,A, Node ) to stop cardiac rhythmicity thoughts to trigger cardiac arrest or death . It 

is Time mindness ( TM) that regulates and controls all orders of the universe. Without pharmacogenetics , drug 

science is incomplete .  

Non Allopathic drug sciences ( Aruvedic Durg , homeopathic drugs , unnani drugs  etc that donot have 

pharmacokinetics , phamacodynamics and phamacogenetics of drugs should get banned unless  they come out 

with  allopathy drug sciences.  
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